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?Bird Coloring book ?Enjoy and let your creativity out by
coloring these awesome designs. ?You can color each
design with realistic colors or let your imagination run
and use whichever colors you choose. ?This book is a
wonderful gift. ?What you will find in this book: ?Unique
coloring pages. There are No duplicate designs.
?Dimensions. 8.5 x 11 inches. ?Emphasis on details. All
pages are carefully designed for better coloring
experience. ???Get this book now and have fun. If you
know someone who loves to color this book, make them
happy by getting them a copy too.
This bestseller is newly revised with updated statistics,
new activities and completely new material on food
security, energy and health. By shrinking the planet
down to a village of just 100 people, children will
discover how to grow up global and establish their own
place in the world village.
Forty-three accurately rendered illustrations depict
detailed scenes of kitchen chores (churning butter,
preparing foods); seasonal occupations (shearing sheep,
mowing hay, "harvesting" and "sugaring off" maple
syrup); plowing, planting, other activities. Fact-filled
captions. Published in association with Henry Ford
Museum & Greenfield Village.
By cutting and grinding the wheat for flour, Jack starts
from scratch to help make his breakfast pancake.
Learn to say 'Please' with Mr Panda in this charmingly
funny picture book. Mr Panda has a tray of doughnuts.
Patiently and politely, Mr Panda asks his friends if they
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would like one. Each animal says yes, but without the allimportant 'please'! Is anyone worthy of Mr Panda's
doughnuts? "An ideal book for kids to learn about good
manners." The Sun "Simple yet funny enough for
multiple readings." Kirkus "Does the job beautifully." The
Times (Children's Book of the Week) Look out for more
books starring the grumpy (but loveable!) Mr Panda.
Over half a million copies sold to date! Thank You Mr
Panda I'll Wait Mr Panda Goodnight Mr Panda Mr
Panda's Colours Mr Panda's Feelings
Text and illustrations present the life of the boy born on
the Kentucky frontier who became the sixteenth
president of the United States.
Solve the mystery with the Secret Seven - everyone's
favourite detective club! These timeless stories are
perfect for young fans of mystery, adventure or detective
series. Also available in audiobook! In book five, a
sinister-looking man gets George in trouble with the
police. The Secret Seven are outraged. Spying on him,
the gang are certain he's bad news, but what exactly is
he up to?They need to investigate, and solve the
mystery, once and for all Solve the mystery! Cover and
inside illustrations are by the brilliant Tony Ross,
illustrator of David Walliams's books. The story was first
published in 1953. This edition features the classic text
and comes with a Bonus Blyton section at the back with
quizzes, puzzles and other bonus extras! Enid Blyton ®,
The Secret Seven ® and Enid Blyton's signature are
Registered Trademarks of Hodder and Stoughton
Limited. No trademark or copyrighted material may be
reproduced without the express written permission of the
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trademark and copyright owner.
A seemingly ordinary village participates in a yearly
lottery to determine a sacrificial victim.
'Good b.o means good "box office." You can smell it from a
mile away' The legendary sixties New York pop artist Andy
Warhol's hilarious and insightful vignettes and aphorisms on
the topics of love, fame and beauty. Penguin Modern: fifty
new books celebrating the pioneering spirit of the iconic
Penguin Modern Classics series, with each one offering a
concentrated hit of its contemporary, international flavour.
Here are authors ranging from Kathy Acker to James
Baldwin, Truman Capote to Stanislaw Lem and George
Orwell to Shirley Jackson; essays radical and inspiring;
poems moving and disturbing; stories surreal and fabulous;
taking us from the deep South to modern Japan, New York's
underground scene to the farthest reaches of outer space.
This colourful undersea adventure from the bestselling
creators of The Gruffalo and Stick Man is now available in
board book format! Tiddler is late to school every day, and he
always has an elaborate excuse for his teacher. One day, as
Tiddler is thinking up his next story, a net sweeps him up and
hauls him far away from his school. How will Tiddler find his
way home? All he has to do is follow the trail of his biggest,
fishiest story yet! Full of bright colour and bouncy repetition,
this engaging book makes a fun introduction to the wonders
of story-telling!
The inspiring true story of how one African woman began a
movement to recycle the plastic bags that were polluting her
community. Plastic bags are cheap and easy to use. But what
happens when a bag breaks or is no longer needed? In Njau,
Gambia, people simply dropped the bags and went on their
way. One plastic bag became two. Then ten. Then a hundred.
The bags accumulated in ugly heaps alongside roads. Water
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pooled in them, bringing mosquitoes and disease. Some bags
were burned, leaving behind a terrible smell. Some were
buried, but they strangled gardens. They killed livestock that
tried to eat them. Something had to change. Isatou Ceesay
was that change. She found a way to recycle the bags and
transform her community. This inspirational true story shows
how one person's actions really can make a difference in our
world.
This beloved book by E. B. White, author of Stuart Little and
The Trumpet of the Swan, is a classic of children's literature
that is "just about perfect." Illustrations in this ebook appear in
vibrant full color on a full-color device and in rich black-andwhite on all other devices. Some Pig. Humble. Radiant.
These are the words in Charlotte's Web, high up in
Zuckerman's barn. Charlotte's spiderweb tells of her feelings
for a little pig named Wilbur, who simply wants a friend. They
also express the love of a girl named Fern, who saved
Wilbur's life when he was born the runt of his litter. E. B.
White's Newbery Honor Book is a tender novel of friendship,
love, life, and death that will continue to be enjoyed by
generations to come. It contains illustrations by Garth
Williams, the acclaimed illustrator of E. B. White's Stuart Little
and Laura Ingalls Wilder's Little House series, among many
other books.
"Moving from the wide world to the snugness of home and
back out again, Village by the Sea tells the story of longing for
the comforts of home"-Delight friends and family with an enchanting old-world
village, festively decked out for the holidays. It's simple! Just
punch the pieces, fold, glue, and add glitter to make a
steepled church; English Tudor Revival home with a Shaker
roof; New England-style Colonial; a bow-wow-wow doghouse;
snow-covered trees, and more! The all-inclusive kit features
an instruction book, cardstock project sheets, vellum, glitter,
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pipe cleaners, glue, and one premade evergreen tree.
A 2019 NEWBERY HONOR BOOK "A gripping, nuanced
story of the human cost of conflict appropriate for both
children and adults." -Kirkus, starred review In the vein of
Inside Out and Back Again and The War That Saved My Life
comes a poignant, personal, and hopeful tale of India's
partition, and of one girl's journey to find a new home in a
divided country It's 1947, and India, newly independent of
British rule, has been separated into two countries: Pakistan
and India. The divide has created much tension between
Hindus and Muslims, and hundreds of thousands are killed
crossing borders. Half-Muslim, half-Hindu twelve-year-old
Nisha doesn't know where she belongs, or what her country
is anymore. When Papa decides it's too dangerous to stay in
what is now Pakistan, Nisha and her family become refugees
and embark first by train but later on foot to reach her new
home. The journey is long, difficult, and dangerous, and after
losing her mother as a baby, Nisha can't imagine losing her
homeland, too. But even if her country has been ripped apart,
Nisha still believes in the possibility of putting herself back
together. Told through Nisha's letters to her mother, The
Night Diary is a heartfelt story of one girl's search for home,
for her own identity...and for a hopeful future.
"Kwanzaa activities contains a literature-based teaching unit
together with creative art projects and activities that educate
and inspire students as they learn more about" the Kwanzaa
holiday.

First published by HarperCollinsUS in 1964, this classic
children’s novel has sold over 4 million copies and was
awarded the New York Times Outstanding Book Award.
In this classic Australian picture book, a dingo catches a
wombat and wants to cook him in a stew. But all the
other bush animals have a plan to save their friend. They
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trick the dingo into using mud, feathers, flies, bugs and
gumnuts in his wombat stew, and the result is a stew the
dingo will never forget!
From the bestselling duo of Donaldson and Scheffler,
come your favourite stories --now available as readers!
Scarecrows Harry O'Hay and Betty O'Barley are
planning the best wedding the barnyard has ever seen!
The scarecrow couple sets off for a hunt round the farm
for everything they need for the festivities -- a big white
dress, rings, wedding bells or, at least, cow bells. But
when Harry's search for flowers takes him far, far away,
a villainous scarecrow rival sees his chance to ruin this
beautiful day . . . hurry back, Harry!
“Vivian French tells a gardening adventure and offers
underground facts, including helpful hints on how to
become a ‘wormologist.’ “ — USA Today Who would
want to be friends with a wiggly, slimy worm? You can’t
even tell which end is which! But there’s more to these
lowly creatures than meets the eye. Kids are invited to
find out where worms live, see how they move, and
understand why gardeners consider them friends with
the help of this humorous and informative look at an
unappreciated — and fascinating — creature. Back matter
includes further information about worms and an index.
Build your child’s reading confidence at home with
books at the right level
This heartwarming book encourages positive behavior by
using the concept of an invisible bucket to show children
how easy and rewarding it is to express kindness,
appreciation and love by "filling buckets." Updated and
revised, this 10th anniversary edition will help readers
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better understand that "bucket dipping" is a negative
behavior, not a permanent label. It also explains that it's
possible to fill or dip into our own buckets.
Using recycled materials and bits and bobs collected
when out and about, here are over 60 things to make
with your kids
New York Times Bestseller! 5 Starred Reviews! "Will
have listeners in stitches." —Kirkus Reviews (starred
review) "Purely absurd, sidesplitting humor." —Booklist
(starred review) "Demands bombastic, full-volume
performances." —Publishers Weekly (starred review)
"Perfect for a guffawing share with younger sibs or
buddy read." —BCCB (starred review) "The sort of story
that makes children love to read." —School Library
Journal (starred review) From acclaimed, bestselling
creators Drew Daywalt, author of The Day the Crayons
Quit and The Day the Crayons Came Home, and Adam
Rex, author-illustrator of Frankenstein Makes a
Sandwich, comes a laugh-out-loud hilarious picture book
about the epic tale of the classic game Rock, Paper,
Scissors. "I couldn’t stop laughing while reading this
aloud to a group of kids," commented the founder of
Bookopolis.com, Kari Ness Riedel.
Elizabeth Allen, older and not having a spoiled
personality, goes on to her second year for Whyteleafe
School. She makes two enemies, Robert and Kathleen.
Robert is a bully and Kathleen plays mean tricks on
Jenny and Elizabeth. Elizabeth does not want to
misbehave again, but someone tries to make sure that
she does not forget her nickname of 'the Naughtiest Girl
in the school'. Elizabeth tries to hunt down the sneak
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who is playing tricks on her and her friend Joan, resulting
in many adventures.
Fun Activity Book For Kids Details: The pages have been
carefully designed to be entertaining and suitable for
children The pages are single-sided to prevent from
bleeding-through Large size - 8.5" x 11" High quality
white paper Durable glossy cover This activity book also
makes a unique and personalized gift. Get this acitvity
book today and start having FUN!
Follow that road! Speed off on an eventful bicycle ride
along the bold yellow road that cuts through town, by the
sea, and through the country. Ride up and around, along
and through, out and down. Frank's striking graphic style
is executed in just five joyous colors, and his spare,
rhythmic language is infectious. Hit a bump? Get back on
track! Reach the end? Start again!
Aunt Lilly thinks about her island home, Haiti, while she
works in her laundromat in Brooklyn.
The British Royal Family, to color and cut out, appear in
a sort of time capsule, when Prince Charles and Diana
held baby William.
John Chapman—better known as Johnny Appleseed—had
wilderness adventures that became larger-than-life
legends. Pioneering west from Massachusetts after the
American Revo-lution, John cleared land and planted
orchards for the settlers who followed, leaving apple
trees and tall tales in his wake. In this glorious picture
book retelling, Steven Kellogg brings one of America's
favorite heroes—and the stories that surrounded him—to
life.
A brilliant mystery series from bestselling author Enid
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Blyton, perfect for fans of The Secret Seven. There's a
mysterious burglar in Peterswood. No one has seen the
thief, but there are huge footprints and handprints left
behind at every robbery. Who could possibly have feet
that big? Fatty, Daisy, Larry, Pip, Bets and Buster the
Dog are sure to find out! First published in 1950, this
edition contains the original text and is unillustrated.
A winter illness left Lotus, a little girl, without a voice and
without friends. A hunter's bullet left Feather, a crane,
injured and unable to fly. As Lotus nurses Feather back
to health, their bond grows. Soon Feather is following
Lotus everywhere, even to school! The bird dances to
the girl's reed whistle, much to the delight of the other
children. One day, when the village floods, Feather helps
raise the alarm as Lotus and her grandfather urge their
neighbors to get to high ground. Feather is a true friend
to Lotus, but the time comes when Lotus must be a true
friend to him--by encouraging him to migrate with the rest
of the cranes. The next spring, Feather miraculously
returns, and that's not all . . . he has brought new life to
the nearby lake. Inspired by the true story of a crane that
rescued a Chinese village, and graced with sensitive
watercolor illustrations, this lovely book about respecting
nature offers deep emotion and delightful surprises.
With each development in technology, our lives become more
complicated. We move through our days in a blur of emails,
text messages, and social networking. This non-stop
stimulation has left us stressed-out and distanced from the
joys of the present moment. Art therapist Lacy Mucklow and
artist Angela Porter offer a simple and satisfying solution to
this disconnect from reality. Featuring over 100 joyful coloring
templates, Color Me Happy is a guided coloring book
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designed for busy adults. Organized into therapeuticallythemed chapters, this book examines the benefits of putting
pencil to paper and offers adults an opportunity to channel
their anxiety into joyful creative accomplishment. Part of the
international bestselling Color Me series, Color Me Happy is
the perfect way to step back from the chaos of everyday life,
color, and feel happy! Don't forget to try Color Me Calm and
Color Me Stress-Free!
"""The Yellow Wallpaper"" is a short story by American writer
Charlotte Perkins Gilman, first published in January 1892 in
The New England Magazine.[1] It is regarded as an important
early work of American feminist literature, due to its
illustration of the attitudes towards mental and physical health
of women in the 19th century.Narrated in the first person, the
story is a collection of journal entries written by a woman
whose physician husband (John) has rented an old mansion
for the summer. Forgoing other rooms in the house, the
couple moves into the upstairs nursery. As a form of
treatment, the unnamed woman is forbidden from working,
and is encouraged to eat well and get plenty of air, so she
can recuperate from what he calls a ""temporary nervous
depression - a slight hysterical tendency"", a diagnosis
common to women during that period"
Time to de-stress and make colorful works of art! Be inspired
as you immerse yourself in this beautiful medley of Joyful
designs! Color 31 full-page complex yet relaxing joyfulinspired designs. Heavyweight paper is superior to that of
other coloring books. Designs are printed on only one side of
a page -- no bleed-through. Each page is micro-perforated for
ease of removal and display of your artwork. Acid-free paper
helps preserve your work. Short-circuit the stress as you color
these meditative patterns! Coloring book measures 9-1/2
inches wide by 9 inches high (24.13 cm wide by 22.86 cm
high). Binding lies flat for ease of use. For artists and colorists
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of all levels.
Have you ever dreamed of being a wolf? Jala has. And she
thinks her magical mother has found a way to make her
dream come true. Her mother won't actually come right out
and say she is magic. That's not how magic works. But Jala
knows magic when she sees it, so she is not a bit surprised
when a mysterious mirror appears in her room one day. Like
Alice's looking glass, the mirror opens a portal to a new world.
A world of wolves.
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